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Abstract

Aim—To investigate the receptor status of the sex steroid hormones in apocrine metaplasia of the breast.

Methods—82 cases of apocrine metaplasia, including 18 of the rare lesion apocrine adenosis, were studied immunohistochemically for the expression of androgen receptor, oestrogen receptor, and progesterone receptor proteins on formalin fixed, paraffin embedded tissue sections. The standard avidin biotin complex (ABC) technique was followed and appropriate positive and negative controls were used.

Results—All the studied cases (82/82) were positive for androgen receptor, but were negative for oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor.

Conclusions—Apocrine metaplastic epithelium, unlike the normal breast epithelium, is responsive to androgens, through androgen receptors, rather than to the female sex hormones. This may have clinical implications.

(J Clin Pathol 1999;52:838–841)
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Apocrine metaplasia is a very common change which is most often seen in dilated cystic structures within fibrocystic change of the breast, but may appear in normal sized tubules as well. The terms “papillary apocrine change”2 and “apocrine hyperplasia”3 have been applied to papillary changes in apocrine lesions. Haagensen1 showed a relation between large cysts of breast, which are often lined by apocrine metaplastic epithelium, and an increased risk of subsequent development of breast cancer. The evidence for this association, however, is conflicting. While an unexpectedly large number of cancers have been reported after a short follow up of women with cystic change,4 5 Dupont and Page,6 in their long term follow up study of women with benign breast disease, found an increased relative risk of only 1.7 for those with uncomplicated cystic change. A slightly increased relative risk of 2.4 for subsequent development of breast carcinoma has, however, been noticed for those with complex patterns of papillary apocrine change.6

Apocrine adenosis is a rare breast lesion, defined as the presence of apocrine cytology in a recognisable lobular unit associated with sclerosing adenosis.8 9 Wells et al have suggested that apocrine adenosis may be a precancerous lesion, mainly on the basis of the expression of the protein product of c-erbB2 oncogene.10 Apocrine adenosis has been misdiagnosed in the past as carcinoma because of cytological atypia of the apocrine cells. Subsequently, Seidman et al reported on the follow up of 37 patients with “atypical apocrine changes superimposed on sclerosing adenosis”.9 Four of these, all aged over 60 years, developed carcinoma after a median of 5.6 years, a relative risk of 5.5. To be classified as atypical, the apocrine cells had to have enlarged nucleoli and a threefold variation in nuclear size.

The secretion of gross cystic disease fluid proteins is found in association with apocrine metaplasia, and is thought to be under androgen regulation.12 13 Type 1 cysts, which are lined almost always by apocrine epithelium, contain fluid richer in androgens than type 2 cysts, which are lined by flattened epithelium.14 15 The relative risk of breast carcinoma in patients with type 1 cysts is higher than in those with type 2 cysts,17 18 although a recent study disputes this.19 Androgens in type 1 cysts are thought to be secreted by the lining cells, being present at a higher concentration than in the serum of the patients.13 20 This suggests a role for androgen stimulation of the lining cells harbouring the receptors.

This study was undertaken to characterise androgen receptor status in apocrine metaplastic epithelium of the breast and to correlate androgen receptor expression with oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor status.

Methods

CASE SELECTION
Sixty four cases of apocrine metaplasia and 18 cases of apocrine adenosis were collected from the files of the histopathology department of St Bartholomew’s Hospital, London. Some of the apocrine adenosis cases had been sent to CAW as referral cases. The age of the apocrine metaplasia cases ranged from 21 to 81 years (mean 47.3), and that of apocrine adenosis cases from 32 to 63 years (mean 50.3).

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY

Tissue
Formalin fixed, paraffin embedded blocks of apocrine metaplasia and apocrine adenosis were selected from the files and sectioned at a nominal 4 µm. The standard avidin biotin per-
oxidase complex (ABC) method was used. Heat mediated antigen retrieval using the pressure cooking method was employed for all staining. Positive controls were prostate and a known positive breast carcinoma for oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor. Negative controls omitting the primary antibodies were included with each slide run. In addition, the normal breast tissue in the sample served as an internal control.

**Antibodies**
Monoclonal antibodies against androgen receptor protein (Novocastra, clone 2F12 at 1:50), oestrogen receptor protein (Dako, clone ID–5 at 1:300), and progesterone receptor protein (Novocastra, clone IA–6 at 1:200) were used.

**Assessment**
Nuclear staining was taken as positive, any cytoplasmic staining being ignored. The quick score method was used for semiquantitation of androgen receptor, oestrogen receptor, and progesterone receptor status.

**Results**
All cases of apocrine metaplasia (64 cases) (fig 1) and apocrine adenosis (18 cases) (fig 2) studied showed intense nuclear staining with the antibody against androgen receptor in nearly 100% of apocrine cells. The surrounding normal breast epithelium showed weak focal nuclear androgen receptor positivity. Immunostains for oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor were completely negative in all cases of apocrine metaplasia (fig 3) and apocrine adenosis, but normal breast epithelium showed moderate to strong nuclear staining for oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor in a proportion of cells. These showed the expected normal distribution pattern.

**Discussion**
The relation between apocrine cystic changes and breast carcinoma has always been controversial. Clinical follow up studies of women with breast apocrine cystic change have shown an increased risk of subsequent breast carcinoma. Wellings and Alpers discovered that cystic apocrine metaplasia is more common in cancer associated breasts than in the normal breast, and foci of apocrine cysts are more numerous in cases of breast carcinoma. The data regarding the relation between apocrine epithelium, cysts and cancer of the breast are conflicting, and the stimuli which lead to these processes are unknown. The identification of androgen receptor immunoreactivity in apocrine metaplastic cells in both apocrine metaplasia and apocrine adenosis is intriguing as the normal breast epithelium shows only focal weak positive cells. These may be a precursor of apocrine metaplasia. In addition, the absence of oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor in apocrine cells, but not in normal breast epithelium, reflects the fact that these apocrine metaplastic cells differ from normal cells not only morphologically but also biologically.

The stimulus for apocrine metaplasia is unknown, but metaplastic changes are known to relate to cellular stresses or abnormal stimuli in other organs. In the bronchus, for example, columnar epithelium is replaced by squamous epithelium owing to chronic irritation by cigarette smoke. The influences that
predispose to such metaplasia, if persistent, may induce cancer transformation in metaplastic epithelium. This metaplastic epithelium may form the site of neoplastic change and squamous cell carcinoma formation. Chemicals, vitamins, and growth factors play a role in metaplasias. The metaplastic change does not take place within terminally differentiated cells but arises because of a change in the differentiation of precursor cells (genetic reprogramming of the stem cells). Our finding that apocrine metaplastic epithelium is positive for androgen receptor and the findings that apocrine cysts contain high concentrations of androgens and other proliferative growth factors lead us to postulate a possible role for the continuous stimulation of the normal breast epithelium by androgens and growth factors in the development of metaplastic apocrine cells.

The fact that sex steroid hormones and their receptors act in concert has led some investigators to study the role of the androgen receptor in apocrine and non-apocrine breast cancer patients. Gatalica, in his study of 10 cases of invasive apocrine carcinoma of the breast, reported that 80% of these expressed androgen receptor, but only 60% and 40% expressed oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor, respectively. Also, among nine cases of apocrine ductal carcinoma in situ, six were immunopositive for androgen receptor but only four and three were immunopositive for oestrogen receptor and progesterone receptor, respectively (unpublished data). Moreover, androgen receptor has been found to be expressed in between 35% and 75% of breast cancers in various studies. Variations in the percent-ages may be attributable to different methodology and different fixatives, but a different case mix may also affect these studies. It has been shown that androgen receptor levels correlate reasonably with oestrogen receptor levels, but better with progesterone receptor levels.

Androgen receptor positive breast cancer patients have been shown to have prolonged survival and a better response to hormonal treatment than androgen receptor negative patients. This has led some workers to conclude that knowledge of the status of all three receptors may be the most accurate way to identify breast cancer patients who are most likely to respond to endocrine treatment. In addition, androgen stimulation has been shown to have both stimulatory and inhibitory growth effects on some breast cancer cell lines, depending on the status of receptors and other growth factor effects.

CONCLUSIONS
Apocrine metaplastic epithelium does not appear to be responsive to female sex steroid hormones but responds to androgens through the androgen receptors. Apocrine cysts may form because of stimulation of breast epithelium by androgens, and women developing such cysts could benefit from androgenic hormone manipulations. We would like to acknowledge support from the Joint Research Board, St Bartholomew’s Hospital, Dr Ghada El-Ayat for helpful critical comments, S Jordan and P Yemmans for technical assistance, and Dr Chris Sowter for digital photography and computer expertise.
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